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In Adolescence and Night, Luigi Fontanella entrusts his imagination with t wresting the years of his youth from an inevitable destiny of
oblivion. His poetic idiom combines sharp terseness and a metaphysical dimension, where simple occurrences of a faraway time and place
come alive again and transcend their historical specificity to assume universal significance.
The Prada foundation's new Art Centre and permanent Exhibition Space is situated in a location that includes buildings dating from 1910s
belonging to one of the first Milanese spirits manufacturing companies. Preserved in their original conditions, the seven buildings including
warehouse, laboratories, brewing silos and workers' residences surround a large courtyard. OMA/Rem Koolhaas's project adds an exhibition
building, an auditorium and a tower to the existing structure to house selcections of works from the collection. This project is a unique
approach to the idea of the co-existence of contemporary architecture with the regeneration of an historic area, representing the evolution of
the industrial development of Milan that continues to the present day.
An illustrated compendium of Arthurian legend draws on the romance masterpieces of Geoffrey of Monmouth, Chre+a7tien de Troyes, and
Sir Thomas Malory to recount the myths of Arthur and his knights of the Round Table. 25,000 first printing. $25,000 ad/promo.
Tycoon, sculptor, war hero, poet, and Chicago entrepreneur Lorcan James Flynn cannot enjoy his wealth or talents until the return of his first
love sparks a memory that causes him to face the truth about himself
This travel book is by the author of A Hundred Days Between Sky and Sea. This is Klink's account of a figure-of-eight solo voyage from Brazil
to the South Pole, across to Cape Town; then up to the North Pole and finally, after 22 months at sea, back to Brazil.
The ‘steel rape’ of women is a scandal that is almost forgotten today. In Victorian England, police forces were granted powers to force any
woman they suspected of being a ‘common prostitute’ to undergo compulsory and invasive medical examinations, while women who
refused to submit willingly could be arrested and incarcerated. This scandal was exposed by Josephine Butler, an Evangelical campaigner
who did not rest until she had ended the violation and helped repeal the Act that governed it. She went on to campaign against child
prostitution, the trafficking of girls from Britain to Europe, and government-sponsored brothels in India. In addition, Josephine was
instrumental in raising the age of consent from 13 to 16. Josephine Butler is the poignant tale of a nineteenth-century woman who challenged
taboos and conventions in order to campaign for the rights of her gender. Her story is compelling – and unforgettable.
Italo Calvino once remarked that in Giorgio Manganelli, "Italian literature has a writer who resembles no one else, unmistakable in each of his
phrases, an inventor who is irresistible and inexhaustible in his games with language and ideas." Nowhere is this more true than in this
Decameron of fictions, each composed on a single folio sheet of typing paper. Yet, what are they? Miniature psychodramas, prose poems,
tall tales, sudden illuminations, malevolent sophistries, fabliaux, paranoiac excursions, existential oxymorons, or wondrous, baleful
absurdities? Always provocative, insolent, sinister, and quite often funny, these 100 comic novels are populated by decidedly ordinary lovers,
martyrs, killers, thieves, maniacs, emperors, bandits, sleepers, architects, hunters, prisoners, writers, hallucinations, ghosts, spheres,
dragons, Doppelgngers, knights, fairies, angels, animal incarnations, and Dreamstuff. Each "novel" construes itself into a kind of Mbius strip,
in which, as one critic has noted, "time turns in a circle and bites its tail" like the Ouroborous. In any event, Centuria provides 100
uncategorizable reasons to experience and celebrate an immeasurably wonderful writer.
Seventeen-year-old Carla Ambrogio works as a shorthand typist in the shadow of the Duomo. Written between 1954 and 1957, and set in
Milan just after the Second World War, this book describes how Carla confronts the hostile environment in which she lives and works with
courage and intelligence.
Illustrated throughout with watercolors by Francesco Clemente that offer an intriguing counterpoint to Mathews's fictions.
It s an epic-length Disney Comics treasure hunt complete in one book for the first time! When Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Uncle
Scrooge McDuck team up to find and reassemble the twelve pieces of a powerful future-predicting amulet, they re in for trouble with
everything from lions, tigers, and ghosts to old enemies Pegleg Pete, Magica De Spell, and the Phantom Blot!"

Feminism has dramatically influenced the way literary texts are read, taught and evaluated. Feminist literary theory has
deliberately transgressed traditional boundaries between literature, philosophy and the social sciences in order to understand how
gender has been constructed and represented through language. This lively and thought-provoking Companion presents a range
of approaches to the field. Some of the essays demonstrate feminist critical principles at work in analysing texts, while others take
a step back to trace the development of a particular feminist literary method. The essays draw on a range of primary material from
the medieval period to postmodernism and from several countries, disciplines and genres. Each essay suggests further reading to
explore this field further. This is the most accessible guide available both for students of literature new to this developing field, and
for students of gender studies and readers interested in the interactions of feminism, literary criticism and literature.
Big Bird learns that it takes practice to become a great violin player.
"THROB the winter heart takes a second look at a heart frozen solid in ice, that follows the winter heart as he skates across a
frozen solid, iced cover lake...Who's keeping score when its a matter of the heart...and the heart of the matter...no matter where
you go...the heart will always follow"...Pages 40, Illustrations 18. Book 4 of 1 thru 4, Children's short story novel....Books on CD
available at www.followthefish.org website. This product is under Listen With Your Eyes See/Sea Sounds Trademark....Registered
in the United States Patent and Trademark Office...Copyright 1996-2012, Library of Congress,All Rights Reserved.Contact The
School of Fish Academy at Email address: help@followthefish.org...Welcome...
Is Alix's new husband really going to murder her for her money? Who has killed the young Englishman on his return from
America? And why have a young couple suddenly disappeared from their home? In this collection of mysteries by famous authors,
the answers are never quite what you expect.
This captivating tale is told in two parts. The first presents Lidia Jorge's version of a traditional story about a series of supposed
incidents set in Beira, Mozambique. The events take place in the final years of Portugal's colonial African wars as an undisclosed
narrator describes the military wedding of a young Portuguese ensign and an equally young bride. The wedding is followed by the
mass poisoning of hundreds of native Africans and the arrival of a rain of locusts. The story ends grimly with the groom's suicide.
Evita Lopo, the unnamed bride from the first part, narrates the remainder of the story. Twenty years have gone by and she reviews
the past and questions the unidentified narrator's rendering of events in the first section. Evita's reminiscences destroy the
credibility of the earlier story, and she supplies the reader with a great deal of information that the author of the previous account
had suppressed or to which he or she merely alluded. It becomes apparent that betrayal and guilt have motivated all of the
characters' actions.

This vivid presentation of Campana demonstrates why Italian readers have cherished his poems since the first
appearance of Canti Orfici in 1914. Charles Wright's translation, Jonathan Galassi's introduction, and, as afterword,
Montale's thoughtful essay on Campana, identify the heart of this poet's achievement.
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Poetry. Women's Studies. Translated from the Italian by Emanuel di Pasquale. Preface by John Taylor. Indian ink
drawings by Alberto Cini. Claudia Zironi turns the tables on male writers with her poetic reminiscences of former
boyfriends and lovers. Her tone by turns is bemused, angry and grateful, and sometimes revelatory. Her style is sharp,
spare and paradoxical. Emanuel di Pasquale was born in Ragusa, Sicily, and emigrated to America in 1957. His
translations from Italian include The Journey Ends Here by Carlo della Corte (Gradiva, 2000), Sharing A Trip by Silvio
Ramat (Bordighera Press, 2001) and Wings: Selected Poetry 2000- 2005 by Franco Buffoni (Chelsea Editions, 2008). He
has published many books of his own poetry, the latest being Knowing the Moment (Blast Press, 2015). In 2012 Xenos
Books published his co- translation with Bruno Alemanni of Dante's La Vita Nuova. He lives by the ocean in Long Branch,
New Jersey. John Taylor, author of the preface, is an American writer, critic and translator who lives in France. Xenos
Books has published two of his books, THE APOCALYPSE TAPESTRIES (2004) and Now the Summer Came to Pass (ebook, 2012). He is a noted translator of French, modern Greek and Italian poetry. His most recent from Italian is Lorenzo
Calogero, ORCHID SHINING IN THE HAND: SELECTED POEMS 1932-1960 (Chelsea Editions, 2015). His critical
essays on European poetry and French literature have appeared in five volumes with Transaction Publishers, the latest
of which is A Little Tour Through European Poetry (2014).
Learn how automotive Ethernet is revolutionizing in-car networking from the experts at the core of its development.
Providing an in-depth account of automotive Ethernet, from its background and development, to its future prospects, this
book is ideal for industry professionals and academics alike.
Dante encourages his fifteen-year-old daughter to date only Spanish-speaking Hispanics, but she ignores his advice and
runs off with a non-Spanish speaking Latino with tatoos and a shaved head. The disappearance cannot be reported to
the police because Dante is in the U.S. illegally. So he sets out for Las Vegas, where the boyfriend supposedly lives, a
journey that ultimately sheds light on issues such as immigration, cultural assimilation, and the future of the Latin
American presence in the United States.
This book discusses the science behind volcanic eruptions. The chapters examine notable volcanic eruptions in history,
explain why volcanoes erupt, and show how scientists are working to understand and predict eruptions. Diagrams,
charts, and photos provide opportunities to evaluate and understand the scientific concepts involved.
Essays by Germano Celant, Darian Leader. Foreword by Miuccia Prada.
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